
Designing a digital 
careers service



Who we are

The National Careers Service provides high quality, impartial and 
free Information, Advice and Guidance to help citizens (England 
only) make decisions on learning, training and work. The service 
is for people aged 13 and over. It can be accessed online, by 
telephone, by webchat, and face to face (for people aged 19 and 
over). The digital service is only one aspect of the overall 
service.

A citizen’s career journey begins in adolescence and is influenced 
by a multitude of people. It is driven by personal circumstances 
as well as external factors and triggers, and is generally charged 
with emotions. The National Careers Service exists to not only 
inform and guide, but also to inspire, motivate and support 
citizens at every step along this journey.



Digital capability is key

Digital isn’t a separate thing...

...it runs through everything we do

‘Non-digital’ Digital capability



Digital design principles



Big vision, small steps



Big vision, small steps



Big vision, small steps



● Effective chatbots occupy the liminal space between flat, digital text and interactive (human-

driven) webchat 

● Complementary Careers informer acts as warm up/triage (and where the query is simple, 

stand-in) for the Careers Adviser (cf 5 core skills.)

● The big win? We estimate that up to 77% of customer webchat journeys could either be 

handled by a chatbot or be improved through the readiness of the customer or adviser, 

thereby enabling  more time to be spent on in depth support

● 24/7 tireless digital knowledge navigator, editor and elephant eater

● Journeys so far? Funding for a course; course entry requirements; Help with your CV; etc

● Gaining (and gaming) information through dynamic ‘natural’, two-way interaction and 

conversation – appears to be very appealing to young people 

● Ability to learn informs further iteration and improved journey development 

● Automations have been achieved in days and weeks rather than months – a very lean 

process has been established, tested and refined

Seamless service



Chatbot Design Process – the technical bit…



Personalisation
Our Service Taxonomy will leverage standards, work undertaken by others, and intelligence 

from user interaction with our content and tools



Personalisation



Summary

Printed 
publications

Digital content 
and tools

Webchat

Chatbot

Enhanced 
personalisation with 
Service Taxonomy

Enhanced LMI Introduction of 
personalisation



Any questions?


